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Arrested Development introduced us to the Milford School, where children are "neither seen nor heard." If you are a quiet
student this seems like a good idea for a minute, but an evaluation of Buster Bluth, Milford Man and expert hider and blender
[http://braindeadmom.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/buster-wallpaper_sm.jpg] , is quick to highlight all of the things that could
go wrong under that philosophy. Just about everything in the realm of educational psychology suggests that students need to be
both seen and heard, with opportunities to develop voice, cultivate opinions, and build skills for effectively communicating and
relating ideas. Some students are going to try pretty hard to hide. Put a painfully shy eighth grader on the spot: their ugly cry
face is boiling subterranean and every ounce of their attention is transferred to keeping the activated insecurity, or their whole
self, invisible. When you are a young person falling into yourself, the only thing worse than your insecurities is anything that
makes them visible.

But, there is more to it than just that. Every quiet student is a variation on the theme.

I’ve been carrying around a selection of pictures of myself at ages ten to fourteen in my purse—we’ve been sharing them in my
Methods for Teaching at the Middle School Level class. In one picture it is the year 2000 and I have been twelve for a couple of
weeks; if we are looking for my awkward stage, there it is! But, I wasn't aware of it quite yet. I am sitting with all of my awards
displayed on the kitchen table at my grandparents’ house after sixth grade graduation. It had been the best school year ever—a
defining time when I started getting serious about the interests I would continue to pursue into my adult life. Though, I had gone
into the sixth grade with very low expectations.

The new class lists were posted on the front doors of the main building of my elementary school before they went out in the
PTSA bulletin at the end of summer vacation. I had been obsessive about having my mom drive me past to check for it, and
then the moment finally arrived. There was a lot more at stake going into the sixth grade. Only Mrs. Gasser's class put on a play.
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I had to be in Mrs. Gasser's class. I had her for fifth grade Language Arts, so that upped my chances. Right? In the fifth grade
we got to be the chorus for Annie, standing on risers in khakis and t-shirts (to this day I remember all of the
ridiculous choreography). I wanted more. My eyes went straight to the class list for Mrs. Gasser, scan, scan again…my name
wasn’t there.

I. Was. Devastated.

I don’t think anyone would have guessed how badly I wanted to be in a play. Like, really? I wanted to speak loudly on a stage? I
was/am a quiet student—I am a quiet person. Introvert? Maybe. INFJ? So the test tells me. Shy? A little, but because I am quiet
people have been telling me my whole life that I am shy. I'm a careful, thoughtful observer. Always editing and processing
through gigantic maps of nonlinear thought, and throughout most of my education I would rather write the longest paper ever
than raise my hand to contribute to a discussion. Sometimes I'm on, sometimes I need a minute. Sometimes trying to jump into a
conversation feels like a game of monkey in the middle and the moment passes before I get a word in. To this day, even as grad
student, the words "participation grade" make me nervous. To just jump off this diving board isn't that simple, and it is different
for every quiet student—but every quiet student owes it to his or herself to speak up. There are quite a few ways to participate. 

One of the greatest values of the arts in education is in helping students to develop skills to communicate ideas. Creating a
dialogue enhances learning by allowing thoughts to transform as related to additional information. We create value in the things
we learn and make by making connections to people and things outside of ourselves. One of the main objectives of an educator
should be to provide students with opportunities to be successful. Your teacher is not setting you up for agonizing failure, I find
myself explaining to students all the time. That is not to say that you are off the hook, quiet student. No teacher ever is going to
believe that you simply have nothing to say. Participation is necessary in a learning environment, and it doesn't have to be
painful.

If a student can find a comfortable way to express his or her ideas, it can be the entryway to sharing in any format. You have to
start somewhere. If someone doesn't like roller coasters, being forced to go on a roller coaster isn't necessarily going to cultivate
a love for them. 

Start by getting the thoughts out, out of the spotlight: 

Post-It Note Critique
When it is time to take a look at projects have students write comments on Post-Its next to each piece. Encourage them to leave
constructive criticism and ask questions. Provide some prompts. After a walk-around bring things back in for a class discussion,
allowing students to get vocal about the things they were most excited about. This doesn't even have to be used for a critique—
create stations around the classroom with ideas you want the students to respond to and have them use the Post-Its to leave
comments. Think of it almost like an analog Facebook, or Instagram. You could even set up a system for leaving Likes.

Gallery Walk
Display student work in the classroom.  Mingle. Have students casually comment and discuss projects or content material as
they rotate around stations. Have each student spend some time near their stations to field questions. This can be used with a
broadened audience at a special school event or by inviting students and teachers from other classes to participate. 
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Small Group Discussions
Give students some time to have discussions in small groups before opening things up to an all-class discussion. Keep
an ear out for cool things being said by your normally reluctant student and then encourage the student to share some
of those things they already got some practice talking about in the small group.  

Blogging
Choose a blog platform and let the students get to work. Allow the blog to be a place where the student can respond to the
material being covered in class however they choose, with a list of prompts including both creative and more formal options.
Publish, share, have students leave comments for each other. 

Twitter
Social media prompts us to have conversations we otherwise might not. We share articles, pictures and random thoughts all the
time of Facebook and Twitter with little hesitation. Friends and followers interact and respond. Use Twitter to get students
sharing. Dr. Ferrer's class at Haines recently took to twitter with their projects about E-Waste [https://twitter.com/search?
q=%23TEAM302INFO&src=hash] .

There is that scene [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6xyHna-NuM] in Dead Poets Society where Robin Williams invokes
the power of Walt Whitman to help a very timid Ethan Hawke sound his "barbaric YAWP!" Because, if you are afraid of
reading a poem in your English class, what else are you afraid of? And where else is that holding you back? The classroom
needs to be framed as a safe place for conquering fears. It is a place to learn and grow and more than feeling or looking
awkward, a person's thoughts and what they choose to share are maybe the biggest part of identity. Getting comfortable with
speaking up or out is a mode that will continue to matter far beyond the classroom. 

 [http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-
Xr8UwKvoCrw/UwuswcX2mNI/AAAAAAAAAz0/GX9pSCpIhps/s1600/ethan-hawke-in-una-scena-del-film-l-attimo-fuggente-

25053.jpg]
Let students know:

If you are: quiet, shy, insecure, self-conscious, a struggling English Language Learner, bored, disengaged, OR if quiet is just
your mode:

Find something you want to respond to and:

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23TEAM302INFO&src=hash
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6xyHna-NuM
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-Xr8UwKvoCrw/UwuswcX2mNI/AAAAAAAAAz0/GX9pSCpIhps/s1600/ethan-hawke-in-una-scena-del-film-l-attimo-fuggente-25053.jpg
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Write it, paint it, blog it, act it, record it, discuss it in a small group or in share-pairs, Tweet your barbaric YAWP! Everyone has
something worth yawping. 

Posted 24th February 2014 by Jeni Crone
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